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ELCOME TO THIS MONTH’S EDITION OF
Arcane Emporium, a monthly publication
presented by Dungeon Master’s Workshop.
Arcane Emporium is a catalogue of homebrew
rules, weapons, spells, monsters, and much
more. Our mission is to provide the best
content for Dungeons & Dragons, and
roleplaying in general.
This month is a big milestone for us, as it marks the one
year anniversary of the beginning of this monthly publication.
It has been quite the journey, and we are so very honoured to
have the privilege of presenting content for our fine readers
and this marvellous community.
The feature article this month is a short Christmas
adventure, The Golden Sickle. This adventure is designed to
be run with three to seven characters of 1st to 5th level, and
can be connected to the Storm King’s Thunder storyline. The
appendixes of this volume feature stat blocks for some new
monsters and descriptions of new magic items.
Our feature article this month is provided for free. The
remainder of the volume is exclusively available to Dungeon
Master’s Workshop’s generous patrons, who helped to bring
you this content. To become a patron—and to get full access
to the complete volume—head over to our Patreon. Even just
$1 a month gets you access to every Arcane Emporium and
also helps us to continue bringing you quality content.
As well, don’t forget to check out our sponsor, Wyrmwood.
Wyrmwood offers many high-quality gaming accessories,
ranging from dice vaults to card deck boxes, and they now
have game master screens available for pre-order. If you see
anything you like, you can use the coupon code ‘DMW’ to get
free domestic shipping on your purchase.
Dungeon Master’s Workshop is also accepting submissions
for new content from the community. If you wish to become a
contributor, either to this periodical or to the main website,
reach out to us at dungeonmastersworkshop@gmail.com.
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This volume was made possible by our dedicated readers and
patrons, as well as the sponsorship of Wyrmwood. The
following art has been used in this volume:
“Bretonia” by Rado Javor
“Seven of Pentacles” by Will Worthington
“Kemp’s Divide” (map) by Dyson Logos
Druid concept art, Total War: Rome II

The Golden Sickle

T

HE GOLDEN SICKLE IS A SHORT
holiday-themed adventure that can offer an
introduction to the Storm King’s Thunder
storyline or can be run independently. Because
the adventure features goblins, at least one
character should be able to speak and
understand the Goblin language.
The Golden Sickle is an adventure for four 1st-level
characters. If your group is smaller or larger than that, you
can adjust the adventure to reflect your group’s strength. See
the “Adjusting the Adventure” section below.
We recommend that you read the entire adventure before
attempting to run it. This introduction begins with an
“Adventure Background” section that summarizes the events
that set the adventure into motion. The “Running the
Adventure” section tells you everything you need to know to
run the adventure smoothly.

Adventure Background

For centuries, the town of Greenstone has thrived in the
Savage Frontier on the outskirts of the Forlorn Hills south of
the High Forest. Long ago, the druids who protected the
sacred grove near which the town arose made a pact with the
stone giant tribe residing in stone grottos deeper into the
hills. Each year at midwinter, the smallfolk of the town and
the giants of the hills would exchange symbolic gifts of peace
and renew a pledge of non-aggression. The druids of
Greenstone would offer mistletoe cut from the largest oak in
the grove by a golden sickle, and the giants would provide a
stone carving consecrated in their cavern cathedral.
Normally, pacts made above ground and beneath the sky
hold no weight for stone giants, who regard the surface world
as a realm of dreams, not entirely real. Outside their underground homes, stone giants feel no guilt for killing—even
when the victims are sentient beings. However, the mystical
nature of the exchange of consecrated gifts lends greater
weight to the agreement, ensuring that both groups respect
the rights of the other.
Key to the ritual of the druids in harvesting the sacred
mistletoe is the golden sickle, an ancient artifact of the druid
circle. Mistletoe cut using the sickle never fades, and is as
permanent as the stone gifts rendered by the giants, an
important factor in their eyes; temporary gifts are seen as
fickle and disrespectful.
Recently, a young woman named Elowen was passed over
for the opportunity to become the apprentice to the druid
leader, Gildas. Incensed, she stole the golden sickle in order
to create a wicker man, a powerful construct summoned by
druids to protect their communities, and use it to defend
Greenstone against the giants, thus proving herself the better
choice as the chief druid’s apprentice.
Were the loss of the golden sickle not bad enough, a bout of
winter sickness has spread throughout the town. While the
loss of the sickle bodes ill for the town’s future, the druids
cannot spare any effort to search for it while also tending to
the ailing townsfolk.
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With midwinter only hours away, the adventurers must find
Elowen and recover the golden sickle quickly, before the
centuries-old pact is broken.

Running the Adventure

To run this adventure, you need the fifth edition Player’s
Handbook, Dungeon Master’s Guide, and Monster Manual.
Text that appears in a box like this is meant to be read aloud or
paraphrased for the players when their characters first arrive at
a location or under a specific circumstance, as described in
the text.

The Monster Manual contains stat blocks for most of the
monsters and NPCs found in this adventure. When a
monster’s name appears in bold type, that’s a visual cue
pointing you to the creature’s stat block in the Monster
Manual. Descriptions of stat blocks for new monsters appear
in appendix A. If a stat block is in appendix A, the adventure’s
text tells you so.
Spells and nonmagical objects or equipment mentioned in
the adventure are described in the Player’s Handbook. Magic
items are described in the Dungeon Master’s Guide, unless
the adventure’s text directs you to an item’s description in
appendix B.
As a note, the free version of this adventure only includes
part 1. The full version of this adventure is available to
patrons of Dungeon Master’s Workshop. To become a patron,
visit our Patreon; even just $1 a month helps us produce
quality content for your enjoyment.

Adventure Synopsis

The Golden Sickle is intended to be run over a three- to fourhour session, though you can adjust this to suit your table by
adding or removing encounters as you see fit.
The adventure begins with the adventurers arriving in
Greenstone. The characters are travelling to this village for
one or more of the following reasons:
Each year at Midwinter, folk in the area brave the frozen
roads of the Dessarin Valley to travel to Greenstone where
they reaffirm a non-agression pact with the stone giants to
preserve peace between Annam’s children and the smallfolk. It is a time of celebration and a rare opportunity to
see a giant in the flesh.
Greenstone’s inn, the Green Unicorn, is an important stop
on the road between the Dessarin and Delimbiyr valleys
for those who do not wish to make the journey down to
the coast. The half-elf proprietor, Galadon, always has his
ear to the ground for opportunities for an adventurer to
earn coin.
The characters have heard rumour of increased goblin
activity in the region, and the possibility of a reward for
anyone willing and able to deal with them. Further inquiry
has directed the characters to the druids of Greenstone.

Part 1 sees the characters arrive at Greenstone to find it in
quite a state. Winter sickness has incapacitated nearly a third
of the town. Guards are exhausted after pulling double shifts,
the townsfolk who are well enough to work are either seeking
out herbs to help prepare remedies or are toiling to bring in
their sick neighbours’ winter harvest (onions, turnips, carrots,
and leeks; the Sword Coast has a cool maritime climate), and
with the druids occupied tending to the sick it has fallen to
the inexperienced son of the town alderwoman to manage
the town’s affairs. As the characters look around to see how
they can help, the theft of the golden sickle is discovered.
With all hands occupied, the chief druid asks the characters
to investigate. While investigating, they learn that a young
woman named Elowen took the sickle and left in the
direction of the Greenwood.
In part 2, the characters set out on Elowen’s trail. Along the
way, they encounter a small goblin hunting band and learn
that Elowen was captured by the Red Moon tribe and is
presently the guest of their boss, Krog.
Finally, in part 3, the characters must trace the goblins
back to their cave and free Elowen in order to find the sickle,
then return to Greenstone in time for the druids to perform
their ritual.

Adjusting the Adventure

The Golden Sickle is optimized for four 1st-level characters.
Throughout this adventure, you may see sidebars to help you
make adjustments to this adventure for smaller/larger groups
and characters of higher/lower levels than the optimized
group size. Most of the time, this is used for combat
encounters.
Five categories of party strength have been created for you
to use as a guide. To figure out whether you need to adjust
the adventure, follow these steps:
Add up the total levels of all the characters
Divide the total by the number of characters
Round factions of 0.5 or greater up; round fractions of less
than 0.5 down
You’ve now determined the average party level (APL) for
the adventure. To figure out the party strength for the
adventure, consult the following table regarding whether your
part is above or below the recommended average party level:
Determining Party Strength
Party Composition

Party Strength

2-3 characters, APL less than

Very weak

2-3 characters, APL equivalent

Weak

2-3 characters, APL greater than

Average

4 characters, APL less than

Weak

4 characters, APL equivalent

Average

4 characters, APL greater than

Strong

5-6 characters, APL less than

Average

5-6 characters, APL equivalent

Strong

5-6 characters, APL greater than

Very strong

For example, if you have two or three players with 1st-level
characters, the party strength is very weak. Likewise, if you
have five players with 1st-level characters, the party strength
is strong. If you have five players with 2nd-level characters,
the party strength is very strong.
During the course of the adventure, you may make your
own adjustments based on the decisions of your players or to
adjust the story as you see fit. Remember that everything
written here is merely as a guide for you to tell an enjoyable
story. Take only what you like, and ignore the rest.

BELOW
In this scene, illustrated by Will Worthington for the Druid
Craft Tarot deck, a druid cuts a branch of mistletoe from an
oak tree with a golden sickle. This tradition is observed by
those who follow the Druidic faith as part of the winter
solstice festival, Alban Arthan. This adventure borrows this
tradition with full respect for the Druidic faith and those who
observe its rich traditions.

Part 1: A Grim Winter

T

HIS SECTION INTRODUCES THE
characters to the town of Greenstone and
some of the recent happenings of the
community. By the end of the section, the
characters should have some sense of the
stakes as they set out to locate the wayward
druid Elowen and recover the golden sickle
that Gildas, the chief druid of the Greenstone Circle, needs
for the ritual to gather a suitable gift for the stone giants in
the hills.
Greenstone is a small, fortified town of some 250 souls
nestled between the Forlorn Hills and the High Forest in the
Savage Frontier. Located about a day northwest of Uluvin
along the Iron Road on the way to Womford, it is a popular
stop for caravans taking a shortcut between the Dessarin and
Delimbiyr valleys.
The town lies in the shadow of the Greenwood, a small
forest that is the retreat of a circle of druids who have long
kept watch over the region. More than three hundred years
ago, their late leader negotiated a pact with a tribe of stone
giants who live in the Forlorn Hills. The giants and the town
would exchange gifts on the winter solstice (also called
Midwinter) and agree to respect each others’ territories and
lives. The nonaggression pact has stood since then.
Greenstone is approximately 30 miles west of Uluvin (150
miles inland from the coast), on the far side of the Forlorn
Hills (also called the Sword Hills, though distinct from the
Sword Mountains to the northwest), a rugged country
between Ardeep Forest and Uluvin to the east of Waterdeep.
It is close enough to the coast to be spared the harshest
winter weather that the rest of the Savage Frontier
experiences, though cold enough to put a frost on the winter
harvest (which the locals swear makes it sweeter). The town
also lies over one of the natural hot springs common in the
area, and several of the houses pipe this water through their
walls in order to make them more comfortable.
When you and the players are ready to get underway, read
or paraphrase the following:
The Iron Road between Womford and Secomber is not the
easiest to navigate after the snow falls in winter. Many
merchants opt to take the long way, taking a barge down the
Delimbiyr to Daggerford, up the Coast Road to Waterdeep, and
then up the Dessarin River or the Long Road to their
destination. Yet, those who brave the snowdrifts and ice
eventually come upon a quaint settlement called Greenstone.
From your vantage point at the crest of a tall slope, you
catch your first sight of the village. Stradling a clear stream
beneath a misty evergreen forest and surrounded by a stone
wall overgrown with ivy, Greenstone is a picture of pastoral
paradise. Inside the wall, dozens of small cottages line narrow
streets that wend about the uneven terrain.

Greenstone owes its name to the preponderance of quartz in
the region, which mixed with the bedrock aeons past in the
magma deep beneath the surface that is also responsible for
4
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the local hotsprings. Green-tinged rock is used in the town’s
walls, as well as in many of the buildings in Greenstone. Its
appearance can be striking if properly worked, and more than
one noble family in Waterdeep has sought it out as decorative
flooring or wall covering for their estate.
General Features

Greenstone’s general features are summarized below.
Streets. While the gates are large enough to admit a full
cart, the only street wide enough to accommodate it is Main
Street, which connects both gates and includes the hostelry,
the blacksmith, the wainwright, and the lormer. While Main
Street is wide and more or less straight, the other streets are
forced to wind around the contours of the landscape. Some
streets arrive at dead ends or have to switch back in order to
take steeper hills in reasonable increments.
Wall. The town is surrounded by a 30-foot-high stone wall
with two gates, each flanked by two watchtowers. Three more
watchtowers are placed at key points along the wall where
the surrounding terrain makes an approach by an enemy
force possible.
The wall is built of cut stone filled with rubble and has an
AC of 17, 50 hit points per 10-foot by 10-foot by 10-foot
section, and a damage threshold of 30 (see chapter 8,
“Running the Game”, in the Dungeon Master’s Guide). It is
rough in its construction and can be climbed with a DC 15
Strength (Athletics) check.
Stream. Bisecting the town is a shallow stream just strong
enough to drive Greenstone’s watermill. It is rarely more than
five feet deep or 10 feet wide. A gravelled shore fills with
salmon in the fall when they swim upriver to lay eggs. Three
wooden bridges connect the banks of the stream throughout
the town.
Temperature. It is nearly the winter solstice, and in the
sun the temperature is only about 5°C (41°F). At night, the
temperature can go down to –2°C (28°F), cold enough to
leave a “soft frost” on the crops. Greenstone is sheltered by
hills and forest, and so wind chill is not a concern. However, it
is still cold enough that those who are not properly attired
will be quite uncomfortable. When the characters arrive at
Greenstone, assume they are all wearing traveller’s clothes
which include cold weather gear (thick coats, gloves, and the
like). During the course of the adventure, anyone who is not
appropriately attired or who is not naturally adapted to cold
climates must succeed a DC 10 Constitution saving throw at
the end of each hour or gain one level of exhaustion.
This supercedes the normal rules for extreme cold, found
in chapter 5, “Adventure Environments”, in the Dungeon
Master’s Guide, and comes with a friendly warning from your
friends here in Canada: even though the risk of frostbite is
minimal at temperatures above –15°C (5°F), people have
become hypothermic from prolonged periods spent in 10°C
(50°F) weather without proper clothing. If it is windy, you can
succumb to overexposure in 15°C (60°F) temperatures
unless you wear layers or seek shelter. It can be well above
0°F and still be cold enough to freeze the beak off a brass
owlbear, so always dress for the weather!

A Cry For Help

When the characters are ready to proceed down the hill
toward the town, read the following or paraphrase the
following:
As you come to a bend where the road switches back along
the hill’s slope, you spot a figure on the road. A middle-aged
human man is slumped against a tree, seemingly asleep. As
you get closer, he seems to stir. Slowly, he raises a trembling
hand towards you.

The road is not very wide here, but the characters could try to
pass the figure in single file with about six feet of space
between them and the man. He groans once as they pass, but
does not rise to follow.
If the characters approach the man, read the following:
As you draw close to the man, you can see from his pallor and
the dark lines under his eyes that this man is not well. A whiff
of sick burns at your nose and causes your stomach to flip, and
you can see fresh stains on his coat.
When you are almost within reach, he lifts an arm feebly
towards you. His lips move slowly, and you have to strain to
hear him.
“Druid”, he whispers. “Healer. Town. Druid, healer...”

A character can attempt a DC 12 Wisdom (Medicine) check
to determine that the man has a severe case of winter
sickness that is made all the worse by extended exposure to
the cold. With this check, the character knows the following
about winter sickness:
The effect is nonmagical, but it is spread through contact.
It is not a poison; antitoxins will be ineffective.
At this stage, if left untreated, the man will certainly die
within the next day.
A tincture of white hallow and witchfoil will grant the man
advantage on saving throws made to end the effects of the
illness for 24 hours.
Any effect which cures diseases (such as the lesser
restoration spell or a paladin’s Lay on Hands ability) can
cure it (it is caused by a foreign pathogen and therefore is
considered a disease).
A character can also use detect poison and disease to
determine the kind of illness, though a successful DC 12
Wisdom (Medicine) check is still needed to determine the
prognosis and effective treatment options. An unsuccessful
check yields only ineffectual, superstitious folk remedies (see
the Folk Remedies sidebar for some ideas).
Treating the Man. White hallow and witchfoil are
innocuous-looking plants that are well-known for their
healing properties. They are also a staple component of any
healer’s kit. A character proficient with herbalism kits (see
chapter 5, “Equipment”, in the Player’s Handbook) can
expend one use of a healer’s kit (if one is available) to prepare
a tincture over the course of an hour. (It’s probably quicker to
take the man to Greenstone.)
If the characters rescue the man, award them each 50 XP.

Folk Remedies
Failed checks don’t have to be a waste of time if
they lead to entertaining results. Here are some
entertaining (but ineffective) treatment ideas that
you can have characters who failed a Medicine
check believe are ‘certain to work’:
Chicken Gizzard Tea. The dried lining of a chicken
gizzard boiled in water makes a tea that cures fever
and watery bowels. Or maybe it was the gallbladder.
Divide the Humours. Fevers are a warm disease
arising from an excess or corruption of the body’s
yellow bile. A cold medicine such as oil of roses
should do to bring the humours back into balance.
Exorcise the Demons. Vomiting is the body’s
attempt to expel a foreign presence. Sprinkling the
man with holy water and salt while chanting prayers
will drive out the demon possessing him.
Sympathetic Magic. For a stomach ache, tie a
string (red, for the colour of pain) around the waist.
The pain will be drawn to the string, which can
then be removed.

Greenstone

When the characters approach the town, read or paraphrase
the text below.
As you make your way toward the town, a figure appears on
the wall above the gates.
“Take care, travellers”, he calls down. “Winter sickness has
hit Greenstone hard this year. The inn is open, but wander the
streets at your own peril.”

Wymar is a human guard who in in the middle of a doubleshift on the wall. Of the eight members of the town guard,
only five are well enough to stand watch, and he is covering
for one of his compatriots currently in the hospital.
If the characters brought the sick man from the road,
Wymar recognizes him as Fenton Swift, a farmer who lives
alone a few miles out of town, and directs them to take him to
the temple where he can receive the help of the druids.

The Green Unicorn

The town’s main community gathering place is also the only
establishment in Greenstone for serving the needs of
travellers. Located on Main Street, it is a stout, two-storey
timber frame building with a wide courtyard and a galleries
second floor. Read or paraphrase the following when the
players enter:
The ground floor of the inn has been given over to a large,
brightly lit common room dominated by a large bar where a
tall half-elf with salt-and-pepper hair is sharing some words
with a man in roughspuns while absently cleaning a glass.
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At the characters’ entrance, the half-elf proprietor, Galadon,
excuses himself from his conversation to attend to the new
arrivals. Galadon is a retired adventurer who retired to
Greenstone and opened the Green Unicorn nearly forty years
ago. He is well-informed on the affairs of the town, and can
provide the following information:
Greenstone has had its share of epidemics in the past.
Half the population was sick with featherlung in the
spring of 1476 DR, after it had spread from Waterdeep.
Galadon himself took ill at one point, and still has trouble
breathing if the weather gets too dry. But while hundreds
died in the city, the druids in Greenstone kept fatalities to
a minimum in the area; only a few of the older folk and
one infant succumbed to it.
There are only a few druids to tend to the many sick
townsfolk (more than seventy have taken ill). If the
characters have experience with herbalism or could help
gather herbs for treating the sick, they should seek out the
druids at the hospital. (Galadon would gladly help as well,
but he broke his leg last week and the druidess who
healed it forbade him from doing strenuous activity for the
rest of the month.)
There are three druids of the Greenstone Circle, though
the leader, Gildas, has taken an apprentice who will
undoubtedly become a fourth member in a few years. The
boy (Aneirin) is the son of the alderwoman’s hayward (an
official responsible for fences and hedges in the area) and
knows the whole of Greenstone and its surrounds like the
back of his hand—he won’t be going abroad anytime soon.
Midwinter is an exciting time in Greenstone, unlike in the
rest of Faerûn. While most see Midwinter as a time for
somber reflection in the depths of the harshest season,
Greenstone celebrates the occasion as the time when they
renew a centuries-old pact with the Deepcrag tribe of
stone giants who live deeper into the hills, ensuring peace
between the two communities for another year.
The stone giants live in a vast cave complex the locals call
Glimmerhome, and their presence nearby keeps troublesome hill giants from moving in. No living member of the
town has been to Glimmerhome.
The nonaggression pact was negotiated centuries ago by
Valanthiel “Dove” Amanodel, the former leader of the
Greenstone Circle, and involves a yearly exchange of gifts
by both parties. The gifts are symbolic, and so every year
Greenstone offers a special branch of mistletoe that,
through druidic magic, never fades—like Greenstone’s
friendship. Likewise, the giants offer a flawless gemstone
plucked from the bowels of the earth, a timeless treasure.
Stone giants tend to see the surface world in the same
manner as which smallfolk see dreamscapes—not entirely
real. While they are not inherently violent, as with some
other types of giants, their incredible strength makes them
a threat all the same if they act with abandon, not
appreciating that their actions impact the lives of real
creatures. For some reason known only to the giants and
the late Lady Dove, the pact somehow anchors the town
and its surrounds within the stone giants’ reality.
Characters with a passive Wisdom (Insight) of 13 or higher
will pick up on a slight change in Galadon’s demeanour when
he discusses giants. If a character presses the matter and
succeeds a DC 15 Charisma (Persuasion) check, Galadon
6
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will reveal that his old adventuring company lost two of its
members in a hill giant attack on the High Moor many years
ago, among them a beautiful elf woman who was quite close
to him. (They had plighted their troth three weeks earlier;
Galadon wears the ring he had given her on a chain around
his neck.)
Galadon recommends the characters visit the hospital or
the alderwoman’s manor to offer their assistance.
Arranging a Stay

Galadon has space in the common room where the
characters can sleep by the hearth for 5 sp each. There are
also seven private rooms upstairs that can be rented out for
1 gp a night. Both prices include breakfast the next morning
(but not dinner). For meals, 2 sp will get stewed mutton and
cabbage with ale, and 4 sp will get roasted grouse with beer.
There’s also lentil soup for characters who are averse to
meat.

The Hospital

The sick far outnumber the eight beds in this modest timber
building, and so only the worst off have been brought in for
more intensive care. When the characters enter the hospital,
read the following:
This single-storey building is dominated by a large room where
a number of beds have been arranged. Heaped in the beds are
pale men and women in sweat-stained tunics, dark bags under
their eyes and faces twisted in discomfort.
At your entrance, a halfling woman turns from an old man.
With a whispered word, she steps away from the bed and
approaches.
“Well”, she says, “you’re up and walking, so you must be
here to help. I don’t recognize you, but I can use you all the
same. I’m Rose. Tell me, do you know what witchfoil looks
like?”

Rose is a member of the Greenstone Circle of druids and has
been treating the most seriously ill in the hospital. She has
been preparing medicine to help fight the winter sickness,
but has run out of witchfoil. If the characters have one or
more healer’s kit, she offers 5 sp for all the witchfoil they have
in each kit (subtract one use from any kit that has the witchfoil removed). Regardless of how much witchfoil Rose gets
from the characters, more is still required to continue
treating the sick, and she offers an additional 1 gp for each
dose worth of witchfoil if the characters go and forage more.
If characters offer to aid with magic, Rose offers to pay any
character who can cast lesser restoration up to 25 gp per use,
but waves off other spells such as cure wounds as ‘unhelpful’
for the situation. Rose has a total of 57 gp on her person to
pay for these services.
If the characters want to help more in the relief efforts,
Rose recommends that they visit the alderwoman’s manor.
Rewards

If the characters provide witchfoil from their healer’s kit(s),
award 25 XP per character for each use subtracted from any
healer’s kit (maximum one use per kit). Award an additional
25 XP per character for each use of lesser restoration.

Winter Sickness
A character exposed to someone infected with
winter sickness may possibly contract the illness
themselves. At your discretion, have a character
who has been in contact with a sick individual
make a DC 13 Constitution saving throw. On a
failed save, the character has contracted winter
sickness.
Symptoms of winter sickness take 4d6 hours
(min. 8) to manifest in an infected creature and
include fever and disorientation. While infected,
the creature gains one level of exhaustion that
can’t be removed until the disease is cured and
becomes sickened for 1 minute every 1d4 hours.
While sickened, the creature is incapacitated as
they violently retch. Attack rolls against a sickened
creature have advantage and any attack that hits
the creature is a critical hit if the attacker is within
5 feet of the creature.
At the end of each long rest, an infected creature
can make a DC 13 Constitution saving throw. On a
failed save, the character gains one level of
exhaustion. On a successful save, the character’s
exhaustion level decreases by one level. If a
successful saving throw reduces the infected
creature’s level of exhaustion below 1, the creature
recovers from the disease.
A tincture of white hallow and witchfoil, two
well-known medicinal herbs present in nearly every
healer’s kit, grants a character advantage on saving
throws made to end the effects of this disease.
Given an hour, a character who has proficiency
with herbalism kits can spend one use of a healer’s
kit to prepare one dose of medicine. A healer’s kit
can prepare a maximum of one dose in this way.

The Alderwoman’s Manor

Read the following as the characters approach the manor:
Perched atop a hill away from the main gate, the alderwoman’s
manor is a towering, three-storey house set on a solid stone
foundation with the upper levels of stout timber construction.
A wrought-iron fence surrounds the estate, which includes a
number of sturdy outbuildings and a large topiary garden
through which runs the main entrance path to the house.

When the characters are ready to enter the house, read the
following:
Under regular circumstances, the house—with its pannelled
walls, inlaid floors, heavy-beamed ceilings, and leaded-glass
windows would be a breathtaking sight. Unfortunately, your
attention is instead drawn to the sick who lie in cots crowded
into every nook and cranny in sight. Amidst them roams a man
with a severe countenance who looks up with a frown at your
entrance.
“We’re full up here”, he says wearily. “I can’t fit any more.”

Sandor is another member of the Greenstone Circle. He is a
half-elf with a face that seems to hold a perpetual scowl,
though in truth he is an exceptionally thoughtful and caring
individual. The adventurers catch Sandor at a disadvantage.
His nephew (the son of his late (human) half-brother) is in
critical condition and may not last the night. Sandor’s brother
died young and the druid took over raising the boy in his early
teens. Unfortunately, Sandor’s extended longevity as a half-elf
means that he can only watch as age slowly claims his onetime charge, who is now a man in his sixties, while he lives
on. Nonetheless, Sandor sets aside his fatalistic ruminating
to help the characters if they seek him out.
Sandor offers characters the same rewards to characters
for using magic to cure the townsfolk (he has 23 gp to pay
them), though he suggests that characters seek out Rose
Reedcloak in the hospital if they can help with preparing
medicine. If they want to help relief efforts in the town,
Sandor recommends that they seek out Owyn Dunwood in
the library.
Owyn Dunwood

The son of Alderwoman Jhessail “Jhess” Dunwood, Owyn has
stepped up to help lead the community while his mother is
incapacitated. He has opened the family manor as a hospital
overflow and has hosted meetings with the town elders—
including the druids—to help organize relief efforts.
If the characters seek him out, they can find him in the
library with the druid Gildas and Sheridan, the town’s reeve
(the chief magistrate who answers to the alderwoman). Read
or paraphrase the following:
Off the main hall, a pair of double doors lead into the largest
personal library an average person is likely to ever see. The
room is vaguely rectangular, 20 feet in width and slightly more
in length, and luxuriously appointed with an enormous oak
desk on one side and a pair of dark wood chairs with padded
leather seats and back cushions on the other, near a roaring
fireplace. The walls of this room are taken up by built-in
bookshelves, some with glass doors for the display of rare and
valuable tomes and artifacts.
Next to the fireplace, three men are holding council. A
young, dark-haired man dressed in well-made finery, a middleaged man in an arming doublet and a thick wool cloak, and a
tall, white-haired man in earthy colours wielding a twisted
hawthorn staff. At your entrance, they look over.
“I’m sorry”, the dark-haired young man says, “I don’t believe
we’ve met. To what do I owe the pleasure of having you in my
home?”

Owyn is eager to enlist the characters’ aid if they offer it. He
can offer the following quests:
The druidess Rose Reedcloak has run low on witchfoil, an
important herb in the creation of medicine to relieve
winter sickness. If Rose has not already offered a reward
for finding more, Owyn offers 15 sp for every dose worth
of witchfoil the characters harvest.
The festivities planned for tomorrow are a delicate affair
and the town is already short on hands due to the winter
sickness. If the characters could help supplement the
guard, Owyn will pay them each 5 gp for the day.
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Special Events in Greenstone

The following special events can occur while the characters
are in Greenstone. The timing of their occurrence is up to the
DM.
Put ’Em Up!

This encounter is easy to fit in while the characters are en
route to any destination in town, after it has become known
that adventurers have arrived in town. Read or paraphrase
the following:
Seemingly out of nowhere, a young boy, no more than nine or
ten years old, has appeared before you. In his hand, he carries a
battered, rusty blade which he brandishes at you. The blade
and his voice quiver as he stammers, “B-b-brave ad-venturerrers! You-you-you w-won’t b-be so b-b-brave after I am thr-thrthrough w-wi-w-with you! D-d-d-defend y-yourselves!”

It takes no skill check to deduce that the boy is terrified. A
character who succeeds a DC 12 Wisdom (Perception) check
or has a passive Wisdom (Perception) score at least that high
notices a group of three older boys attempting to hide around
a nearby corner while watching the events unfold. A character
who succeeds a DC 10 Wisdom (Insight) check or has a
passive Wisdom (Insight) of at least that high can deduce that
these boys have put the younger boy up to this stunt.
The boy, Martyn, is a commoner with 1 hit point. He puts
on as brave a face as he can, but a character can easily knock
the sword out of his hands or intimidate him into crying and
running away. If they wait for him to make the first move, he
will tentatively make his way toward the character with the
heaviest armour and awkwardly stab at the thickest part of
the armour, barely scratching it and dealing no damage.
How the characters handle the situation is up to them. If
they attack Martyn without intent to hurt him, they can easily
knock his sword out of his hands or smack him with the flat
of their blade. If they ignore him, he becomes increasingly
intent on the task he has been set, and will stab at any wellarmoured parts he can reach (dealing no damage). If the
characters approach the older boys, they immediately flee.
If the characters can conceive a way to help Martyn ‘defeat’
them and earn the respect of his peers, award them 50 XP.
Theft!

At some point after the characters arrive, the theft of a special
golden sickle is discovered. This event runs best if the
characters have just met Gildas, but it can work just as well if
the characters are currently meeting with any druid of the
Greenstone Circle. Read or paraphrase the following:
You jump as the door to the room slams open and a breathless
young man staggers in.
“Theft!” he gasps. “There’s been a theft! The golden sickle is
gone!”
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If the characters are with a druid who is not Gildas, they
insist that the matter be brought to Gildas as the chief druid
of the circle, tasking the adventurers with escorting the young
man to the alderwoman’s manor. They are reluctant to waste
time explaining the significance of the sickle, suggesting that
Gildas can answer any questions they may have.
When the characters speak with Gildas about the affair, he
conveys the following information:
The golden sickle is a sacred tool to the Greenstone Circle
of druids.
In addition to being especially valuable as a sickle made of
gold, the sickle is an important part of the annual ritual to
produce a gift for the stone giants of Glimmerhome: a
branch of mistletoe that does not fade with time.
The gift is part of a centuries-old tradition between
Greenstone and Glimmerhome, one which affirms friendship and nonaggression between the giants and the smallfolk. Should Greenstone fail to deliver a gift this year, it
could lead to an end to this friendship, possibly putting the
town and surrounds at odds with the giants.
The sickle was kept in a small outbuilding near the sacred
grove outside the North Gate. The giants delegation will
arrive tomorrow, on Midwinter. The sickle must be
recovered before then.
Gildas asks the characters to accompany him to the site of
the theft. He knows that he is very attached to the locals and
would not think to suspect any of them, even if they are to
blame, and so he hopes that outsiders will be able to take an
impartial perspective that he can leverage.
When the characters arrive at the outbuilding, read or
paraphrase the following:
This modest timber structure covered in ivy is no larger than a
small cottage, and seems even smaller thanks to its proximity
to the nearby grove of tall oak trees. A slate roof is all that sets
this apart from a hermit’s hut, and yet the broken front door
leaves little doubt that this was the site of the recent robbery.
The inside of the cottage is just as modest as the outside,
comprising a single room. Three stools rest by a cold hearth
on the one side, while the opposite wall is dedicated to a large
tapestry depicting scenes of mystical significance. Beneath the
tapestry, a glass-topped case stands open. A boy, no more than
15, stands near the case, a worried expression on his face. He
looks up at your entrance and, seeing Gildas, seems at once
relieved and ashamed.
“I found it like this when I got here”, he offers softly.

The boy is Aneirin, Gildas’ new apprentice. He was asked to
prepare the instruments for tomorrow’s ritual, and sent word
when he found the place burgled.
Use the following points to guide the characters’ search of
the area:
The sickle was the only thing stolen from the display case,
even though there were many other objects of material
value in the case.

No other items from the building appear to be missing,
either.
A character who succeeds a DC 15 Wisdom (Survival)
check while examining the exterior notices fresh tracks in
the partially frozen grass. The tracks lead in the direction
of the nearby Greenwood.
The display case is exceptionally well built, and is
undoubtedly the most valuable piece of furniture in the
building. The top is etched with Druidic symbols.
A character succeeding a DC 15 Wisdom (Perception)
check or with a passive Perception score of at least that
high notices that one of those symbols has a fresh scratch.
By taking 1 minute to examine the rest of the surface, the
character notices four other such markings. If a druid who
is proficient in Arcana examines these markings, they
immediately deduce that the symbols provided magical
protection, and the markings were deliberately made to
defeat these enchantments. If the characters bring this to
Gildas’ attention, he immediately deduces that it was the
work of a druid, but cannot bear the thought that one of
his own betrayed the town. Though he becomes visibly
conflicted, he will only divulge his suspicions if a character
succeeds a DC 15 Charisma (Persuasion) check to press
the issue. If Gildas is convinced to speak up about his
suspicions, or if the characters make their observation
aloud, any character with a passive Insight score of at least
12 notices that Aneirin grows visibly anxious. Should a
character press the matter, he will squirm under scrutiny
and say only the name “Elowen”.
When Elowen is mentioned, Gildas fixes Aneirin with a
stern glance, but relents and nods his approval for his young
apprentice to share more. The young druid will share the
following information (with the occasional addition from
Gildas):
Aneirin was not the only candidate to be taken on as an
apprentice by Gildas. The other was a girl named Elowen,
and she took it hard to be passed over.
While Elowen had an aptitude for magic, Aneirin had the
better disposition to wield the power of nature and the
responsibility that came with it. (Elowen recognized the
duties that came with the power, but they were merely a
pretense for her real desire to gain the strength to take the
fight against the evil beings who had hurt her; the hill
giants who killed her grandfather, the orcs who killed her
father, the hags who drove her mother to kill herself, and
the goblins who killed her two closest childhood friends.)
Though neither of the other druids of the Greenstone
circle had apprentices, neither were interested in taking
her on, also fearing that she would twist their teachings.
Gildas had been her last hope.
She had said to Aneirin the day before that she would
‘show Gildas that he had passed over the best apprentice
he would have ever had’. She was upset at the time and
didn’t elaborate.
Elowen felt that Gildas was wasting the potential of the
sickle. (The only other uses for a golden sickle would be to
fight a fey or to harvest willow and reed on the solstice to
create a crown for a wicker man, a construct animated by
druidic magic that could serve as a powerful tool on the
battlefield.)

The Greenstone Circle
The Greenstone Circle of druids includes three
members who act as stewards of the land. The
membership is detailed below:
Gildas the Green. Neutral good male human druid
leader. The leader of the Greenstone Circle is an
aged man with a kindly smile. Gildas is a member
of the Emerald Enclave, and acts as the liaison
between the Greenstone Circle and the larger
organization. He assumed leadership of the
Greenstone Circle after the death of the previous
leader, the elven druid who originally negotiated
the treaty with the giants. For Gildas’ stat block,
see appendix A.
Rose Reedcloak. Chaotic good female halfling
druid. An affable halfling woman perpetually
accompanied by small, fuzzy animals, Rose is a
peerless alchemist to whom many locals turn for
herbal remedies.
Sandor. Neutral good male half-elf druid. A quiet
man with a hard face and a soft heart, Sandor is the
circle’s liaison with the elves who occupy the old
dwarven hold known as the Stronghold of the Nine
(named after a band of adventurers who took up
temporary residence there some two hundred years
ago). Sandor often offers treats to children in the
village to help them overcome their fear of his
appearance.
In addition, Gildas has an apprentice, Aneirin, a
neutral good male human druid apprentice. For
Aneirin’s stat block, see appendix A.
Rose and Sandor both have cure wounds and
lesser restoration prepared in place of longstrider
and thunderwave, and have exhausted all of their
2nd-level spell slots treating villagers. Gildas has
exhausted all of his spell slots except for his 1stlevel slots.

Once Elowen’s possible motivations for the theft have been
discussed, Gildas asks the characters to follow her into
Greenwood while they continue treating sick villagers and
preparing for tomorrow’s meeting with the giants. Gildas
offers the party a pouch of three flawless cut and polished
emeralds worth 250 gp each if they can bring Elowen and the
sickle back safely.
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